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INTRODUCTION 
Given an ideal Z in a noetherian ring A, let Ass(Z) denote the set of prime 
ideals associated to Z, we show that Ass(Z“) stabilizes for k sufficiently large 
in a set which we call Ass(Z). 
Let 7~: Z-+ Spec(A) denote the blowing up at Z and assume that 
A N Z-(0,), then Ass(Z) is the image via x of those primes associated to the 
sheaf of ideals IO== x-‘(Z) 0,. 
Now, let A be a normal two-dimensional local ring, assume that Ass(Z) is 
known, then the only point, to determine whether it belongs or not to 
Ass(Z) is the closed point. 
If P is a height one prime ideal the condition Ass(P) = {P} is equivalent 
to Pk = Pck) (symbolic power) for k sufficiently large, which in turn is 
equivalent to P being invertible. 
Given now P and Q height one primes, the embedded components to Pk 
and Qk for k large depend only on the class of P and Q in the divisor class 
group Cl(A). 
Lipman [7] proves that a local normal two dimensional ring A has a 
rational singularity if and only if Cl(A) is finite. 
We shall show that if A has a rational singularity and R: X-, Spec(A) 
denotes a resolution of singularities, then for each height one prime ideal P 
the sheaf of ideals rrc- ‘(P) 0, is invertible at X. Using this property we 
exhibit a reduction of the group Cl(A) by blowing up at height one prime 
ideals and also the existence of a unique minimal model tl: Z --, Spec(A) for 
u proper and birrational and Z a locally factorial scheme. This model is 
dominated by the minimal resolution. 
Brieskorn and Lipman [4, 71 show, under certain conditions, that a 
local two dimensional ring is factorial (U.F.D.) if and only if it is 
isomorphic to the singularity of x2 + y3 + z5 = 0 at the origin. 
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One can ask whether a normal two dimensional local excellent ring 
admits a resolution of singularities rc: X-t Spec(A) such that for each 
height one prime ideal P the sheaf of ideals rt ~ l(P). 0, is invertible. 
In Section 9 we exhibit an example of a non rational singularity which 
admits no resolution of singularities with that property. The question stand 
as to whether this property characterizes rational singularities. 
1 
All rings to be considered are noetherian commutative with unit element. 
Given an ideal Z in the ring A let H,(A) denote the graded ring 
A@Z@Z*@ -.., and B],(A) the associated projective scheme over Spec(A). 
If it4 is a graded H,(A)-module [M,] denotes the subgroup of degree j
homogeneous elements in M. 
An homogeneous ideal H is said to be irrelevant if [Hlk = [M,(A)], for 
k sufficiently large. Note that the conditions H irrelevant and fi 
irrelevant are equivalent. 
DEFINITION. Given two ideals Z and J in A let 
J(Z) = {x E A/xZ” c JZ” for some n E N} 
OBSERVATION. Denote 2 = BZ,(A), J, = J- M,(A) and given x E A = 
[M,(A)],, let (5, :x) be the conductor ideal in M,(A). It follows from the 
definition that x E J(Z) if and only if the homogeneous ideal (J1 : x) is 
irrelevant, and if A = ZJO,) then J(Z) = T(J0,). 
In fact let J, = (n vi) n (n yljl) be an expression of J, as a minimal inter- 
section of homogeneous primary ideals [S], the first intersection being that 
of the non irrelevant components and the second that of the irrelevant 
components. 
Since $ contains [M,(A)], for nj sufficiently large, it is clear that 
s 
for s sufficiently large. 
On the other hand if q is P-primary (both homogeneous) it follows from 
the definition that [?I,, is [PI,-primary at the ring A. Then 
is a non necessarily minimal primary decomposition of J at A. Now (5, : x) 
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is irrelevant if and only if x belongs to all nonirrelevant associated primary 
ideals, that is, 
J(I) = n C?ilO* 
LEMMA 1.1. If J= J(I) then each prime at A associated to J is the image 
of a nonirrelevant graded prime ideal associated to J bl,(A) at bl,(A). 
ProoJ Follows from the observation. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let Z = BZ,(A) and assume that A = r( 0,) then there is an 
integer M such that Ik(i) = Ik for k > M. 
Proof: In fact QZkO,) = Ik for k sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 1.3. With the same notation as before, the prime ideals 
associated to the sheaf of ideals IkO, (k 2 1) are independent of k. 
ProoJ: Since the problem is of local type consider an afline chart U t Z 
associated to a ring B and assume that the sheaf of ideals induces at B an 
invertible ideal spanned by the nonzero divisor a. 
For any element XEB we have ((a):x)=((a2):ax)=**.= 
((ak) :ak-lx)= *.., and since all primes associated to the ideals (ak) are 
of this form; we have 
On the other hand form the exact sequences 
0-t (ak)/(ak”) + B/(ak”) + B/(ak) +O 
and the isomorphisms: (ak)/(ak”) ‘v B/(a), it follows that 
Ass((ak+‘))cAss((ak))uAss(B/(a)) [S]. 
We conclude now from an inductive argument that Ass( (a”)) = 
M(a)). 
LEMMA 1.4. Zf P is a non-irrelevant prime ideal associated to J bl,(A) 
then [PI0 is associated, in A, to the ideal JIk for k sufficiently large. 
ProoJ: As before, J and I ideals in A 
J, = JbZ,(A)= f7qi ( )n(nll;> 
an expression of J, as a minimal intersection of homogeneous primary 
ideals where the vi’s are the nonirrelevant ones. 
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Define J1 = n yli and note that this intersection is again minimal, so that 
the primes associated to 7, are exactly the non-irrelevant primes of Ass(J,). 
There is then an homogeneous element a of degree one that does not 
belong to any of these primes. 
If PE Ass(J,) there is an homogeneous element x of some degree d such 
that P = (7, : x). For each k 2 0 (7, : akx) = P and 
If k is sufficiently large [Jr] k + d = [.I1 ] k + d = JIk + d so 
[P-J0 = [(I, : akx)10 = (JIk+d : akx)A (conductor in A ) 
as was to be shown. 
We conclude now, from these lemmas: 
THEOREM 1.1. [11] Let Z=BI,(A) n:Z-+Spec(A) the natural 
morphism and assume A = r(O,), then the set Ass(Ik) stabilizes for k suf- 
ficiently large and coincides with the image via 7~ of the primes associated to 
the sheaf of ideals IOz. 
The following is an aplication of this result for normal two dimensional 
rings. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let B be a local two dimensional normal ring and P c B a 
height one prime ideal, the following are equivalent: 
(1) Ass(P”)= P, Vn2 1 
(2) PC”)= P” Vn> 1. 9 
(3) Let Z = Bl,(B) and 7~: Z + Spec(B) the natural map, then IT is an 
isomorphism. 
(4) P is invertible. 
Proof. Since PC”) is the P-primary component of P”, the equivalence of 
(1) and (2) is clear. That of (3) and (4) follows from the universal property 
of z. 
(4) =+ (1) If P = (f) then P” = (f “). Since B is normal the associated 
primes to P” are all of height one, but then Ass(P”) = {P}. 
(1) + (3) Assume on the contrary that n: Z + Spec(B) is not an 
isomorphism. 
Since n is an isomorphism at each height one prime ideal of B, the tibre 
at the closed point x,, E Spec(B) : 7c-i(x0), should be a connected one 
dimensional scheme (Zariski Main Theorem). 
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Let E be an irreducible component of ~‘(x,,) at 2. Since Pcm (the 
maximal ideal of B) then the elements of K-‘(P) vanish at E. If is clear 
then that the generic point of E at Z is associated to the sheaf of ideals 
PO,. Since n(E) = x0 we conclude from theorem 1.1 that m is associated to 
Pk for kg>. This contradicts our assumption. 
2 
In the last section we studied the stability of the sets Ass(l“) and we 
somehow attached to the ideal I of A the local rings at the primes 
associated to the sheaf of ideals IO, at Z= B/,(A). 
In this section we consider (A, m) a two-dimensional normal and 
excellent local ring. If P is a height one prime ideal and PE Ass(Z) then 
clearly P E Ass(Zk) for any k 2 1. The interest is to know if the maximal 
ideal belongs or not to Ass(Zk) for k sufficiently large. 
Due to this observation and to the nice properties of birrational maps 
between normal surfaces, we shall attach to I the local rings at the primes 
associated to the sheaf of ideals IOz where Z denotes the normalization of 
z = Bl,( A ). 
Given now a normal scheme X and a birational proper morphism 
rr: X--P Spec(A), the local rings attached to Z are local rings at points of X if 
and only if IO, is an invertible sheaf or equivalently if there is a morphism 
tl such that the diagram 
SpeW 1 
commutes. 
Now we ask the following question: 
Is there a normal scheme X and a proper birational morphism 
n: X-r Spec(A) such that for all height one prime ideal P the sheaf PO, is 
invertible? 
If such X exists and X’ -+ X is a proper birational morphism then x’ will 
have this property too. We may therefore ask the question for 
a: X+ Spec(A) a resolution of singularities. 
Let P and Q be two height one prime ideal and [P], [Q] their classes at 
Div(A). If there exists a non zero element f at the quotient field of A such 
that 
Cf’l - [Ql = (f) 
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then P = f. Q at A. The blowing up at P and Q are isomorphic and the 
local rings attached to the embedded component in both cases coincide. It 
is reasonable to have an affirmative answer to our question if Cl(A) is 
finite. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a normal scheme, 71: X -+ Spec(A) a proper 
birational morphism, P c A a height one prime ideal, d;p = PO, and Y’ the 
invertible sheaf of ideals obtainedfrom 6p neglecting the primary components 
corresponding to closed points. Then r( 3) = I( 3”) = P. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
o+~-+,~+c+o) 
C has a zero-dimensional support and D is a one dimensional scheme 
with an Artinian total quotient ring F. 
Since P c r(9) c r(Y) it suffices to show that the kernel of the map 
A = r(O,) + r(O,) is exactly P. 
From the inclusion 0 + 0, + F we have an inclusion 0 + r(O,) + I’(F), 
and T(F) = F (check). 
F is a direct sum of artinian local rings, one for each irreducible com- 
ponent of D. 
Let (r be the one dimensional scheme in Spec(A) with generic point P 
and 0’ c X the strict transform of g. n induces a birational morphism from 
e’ to G’, call K’ their total quotient field. 
Since 7~ is an isomorphism at P the tibre of the sheaf 3” at the generic 
point of (T’ is exactly the maximal ideal. But then the artinian local ring of 
the component 6’ c D is K’. 
The map from the global section of 0, to this component of F is the 
natural map from A to K’, its image is the ring of G and its kernel is P. But 
then the map A = r(O,) -+ T(F) = F has kernel P. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that the local ring A has a rational singularity, let 
x: X + Spec( A) be any resolution of singularities. For any height one prime 
ideal P in A, the sheaf of ideals P* 0, is invertible. 
Proof Let 9 = P. O,, since X is non singular it is normal and locally 
factorial, therefore we must prove that the primes associated at 9 are all of 
height one. 
Consider Y, C as before and the exact sequences: 
O-+dip-+9’-+C+O, 
0 + T(9) h r(Y) -E T(C) ---r H’(2z). 
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Since f(Z) = T(9’) = P and tl is the natural inclusion, /? is the zero 
map. 
Now since 9 is generated by its global sections (the elements of P) we 
construct an exact sequence 
and from this 
H’(O”,) + H’(B) -+ H*(K). 
Since the libre of R is one dimensional we know that H*(K) = 0 
[EGA III (4.2,2)], on the other hand H’(O”,) = @ H’(0,) = 0 because A 
has a rational singularity. Then H’(Z) = 0 and p is also surjective. 
But C has a zero dimensional support so C = r(C) = 0 and 9 = 9 as 
was to be shown. 
3 
In this section (A, m) denotes again a local normal and excellent two 
dimensional ring. 
For definition of complete ideals and integral closure of ideals see [lo]. 
We begin by recalling some results. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let Z be a normal scheme and z: Z -+ Spec(A) a 
proper birational morphism. Zf A has a rational singularity then H’(0,) = 0 
and given WE Z a point of codimension two, the local ring O,, has a 
rational singularity. 
Proof See Proposition 1.2 [7] 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Y be a normal surface having only rational 
singularities. Then any product of complete coherent 0 &deals is again com- 
plete. 
Proof Theorem 7.1 [7]. 
Remark 3.1. If Y= Spec(A) has a rational singularity, the theorem 
asserts that given a complete ideal 1, the ring bl,(A) = A [I* t] c A[ t] is a 
normal ring. 
PROPOSITION 3.2 Zf A has a rational singularity there is a finite sequence 
Spec(A) df!-Z, ZZ, c--e’ AZ, 
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each rci being the blowing up at some height one prime ideal (sheaf of ideals); 
such that Z, is a locally factorial scheme. 
Proof. Let X: X-+ Spec(A) be a resolution of singularities and P a 
height one prime ideal which we assume to have nontrivial class at Cl(A). 
Let 71,: Z, + Spec(A) be the blowing up at P. 
Z, is a normal scheme (Remark 3.1) and has a finite number of singular 
points all of which are rational (Proposition 3.1). 
n, has a finite and nonempty set of one dimensional and irreducible 
exceptional components. 
Applying Theorem 2.1 there is a proper morphism CI: X + Z, such that 
the diagram 
commutes. 
Now the strict transform (via a) of the exceptional components of nn, are 
exceptional for rc. 
Assume now that there is a closed point YE Z, such that O,,,, is not 
factorial. O,,,, has a rational singularity (Proposition 3.1) and 
ii: Xx SpeWz,,,) + SpeWz,,,) is resolution of singularities. 
But now the exceptional components of 71 can be identified with a proper 
subset of the exceptional components of rc. 
We can therefore, repeat this procedure only a finite number of times, 
say r; then the scheme Z, has the required properties. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If (A, m) has a ratio& singularity then there is a 
minimal model a: Z + Spec(A), such that CI is proper and birational and Z is 
locally factorial. 
Proof: Let 8: W + Spec(A) be a proper birational map, and W locally 
factorial. Since W is normal, H’(0 w) = 0 (Proposition 3.1). 
Let P be a height one noninvertible prime ideal in A. We argue now 
exactly as in Theorem 2.1 and show the existence of a proper morphism 
y: W + H,(A) such that the diagram 
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W 
Y 
B \ 
J 
BIAA 1 
WC@ ) 
commutes. 
Let E be a one dimensional reduced and irreducible subscheme of 
Z, = BI,(A) defined by a sheaf of ideal 9’ which we assume is noninver- 
tible at some point of Z,. If Z2 denotes the blowing up of BI,(A) at dp we 
argue as before to show the existance of a proper birational morphism 
y’: W -+ Z, such that the diagram 
commutes. 
Repeating this argument again and again we show that W dominates the 
locally factorial scheme Z, obtained in Proposition 3.2. This also proves 
that the scheme Z, obtained in that proposition is independent of any 
selection and is also minimal in the sense of this proposition. 
Remark 1. Given rc: Z + Spec(A), a proper birational morphism and Z 
locally factorial we might want to know how close we are to a resolution of 
singularities of A. Brieskorn proves that if R is the local ring of a non- 
regular two dimensional analytic singularity which is factorial, then there 
are generators x, y, z of the maximal ideal satisfying the relation 
.z2 + y3 + x5 = 0 and this relation characterizes R [4]. Lipman extends this 
result for R any nonregular analytically normal two dimensional henselian 
local ring with algebraically closed residue field of characteristic # 2, 3, 5 
c71. 
Remark 2. Given a normal scheme Z and a birational morphism 
n: Z -+ Spec(A), let Div(Z) denote the free group of formal linear com- 
binations of the local rings in the quotient field K of A, corresponding to 
points of codimension one at Z. 
481/103,‘2-21 
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If rc is proper then there is a natural inclusion 0 -+ Div(A ) + Div(Z). If B 
is the local ring of a closed point y, E Z there is a natural projection 
Div( Z) -% Div( B) -+ 0. 
Let E= {El,..., E,} be the irreducible exceptional components of the 
proper morphism rc, and given y0 E Z let Eye = ( Ei E E/y, E Ei}. There is a 
split exact sequence 
0 -+ Div(A) -& Div(Z)sE” + 0, 
where cp maps the canonical basis of Z” to the local one dimensional rings 
corresponding to the generic point of E,, Ez,..., E,,. 
We shall study the map Div(A) +‘” i Div(B). Let Rj denote the class at 
Div(B) of the local ring of the generic points of Ej E E,, = {E, ,..., E,}, then 
we have a surjection 
Div(A) -+ Div(B)/(R,,..., R,) + 0. 
On the other hand given 0 #f~ K, let (f)A and oB denote the elements 
defined by fat Div(A) and Div(B), then 
(eoi)((f),)=(f),+n,R,+ ... +nA 
where -n, is the valuation offat the local ring Ri. 
So if Ri denotes the class of Ri at Cl(B), we have a well defined surjec- 
tion 
y: Cl(A) + Cl(B)/(R,,..., R,) + 0 
and the obstruction in defining the natural map from Cl(A) to Cl(B) is 
given by the class at Cl(B) of the components of the exceptional ocus. 
Now let A have a rational singularity and let P be a prime ideal with 
nontrivial class at Cl(A) and rci: BI,(A)=Z, + Spec(A) the natural 
morphism. 
The exceptional ocus of n, at Z, has finite irreducible exceptional com- 
ponents, 
If one of these irreducible components is defined by a non invertible 
sheaf of ideals at O,, define 71;: Z, + Z,, the blowing up at that sheaf and 
n2. * Z, 4 Spec(A) z2 = 7c;rci. 
If some irreducible component of the exceptional ocus of x2 is defined 
by a non invertible sheaf of ideals, let 71;: Z, + Z2 be the blowing up at 
that sheaf and x3 = 7t; 0 x2: Z, + Spec(A). 
We can only repeat this process a finite number of times since a con- 
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venient adaptation of Theorem 2.1 shows that all schemes Zi constructed in 
this procedure are dominated by a fixed resolution of singularities of 
Spec( A). 
So after a finite number of steps we have n,: Z, + Spec(A) such that 
each irreducible component of the exceptional ocus of II, is defined by an 
invertible sheaf of ideals. Given a closed point y, E 2, with local ring B, the 
map y: Cl(A) --f Cl(B) is now well defined. 
y is surjective and it follows from our construction that the class of P at 
Cl(A) belongs to the kernel of y. In fact let 0 be the one dimensional sub- 
scheme of Spec(A) with generic point P, and c’ the strict transform of 0 at 
Z,. If y, $0’ the assertion is clear. 
Assume y, E c’, since Z, dominates the blowing up at P, P * 0, is inver- 
tible at B. Let P’ be the generic point of cr’ at B. The primary components 
of P. 0,, at B consists of a P’-primary component (the ideal P’) and the 
components associated to the generic points of the exceptional curves 
through y,. Since these last primes are invertible their powers and symbolic 
powers coincide, Theorem 1.2 asserts that these components are also inver- 
tible. So P’ is invertible as was to be shown. 
4 
We shall now exhibit an example of an excellent normal two dimensional 
ring A such that for any resolution of singularities rc: Z + Spec(A) there is 
a height one prime ideal P in A for which the sheaf P. 0, is not invertible. 
Let F3 E c[x, y, z] be an homogeneous polynomial of degree three defin- 
ing a non singular elliptic curve C c [FD2, F4 E C (( x, y, z )) an analytic germ 
of order four and X locally defined by the equation h = F3 + F4 = 0 at the 
origin. 
Let x0 denote the origin, the local ring of X at x0 is 
A = C((x, y, z))/(h), m will denote the maximal ideal and n: Z -+ X the 
quadratic transform at x0. 
Since nnl(xO) is scheme theoretically isomorphic to C it follows that Z is 
nonsingular at points of 7t- ‘(x,,). In what follows we identify X- ‘(x0) and 
C. 
Z being nonsingular at n-‘(x,) implies that X has an isolated singularity 
at x,,, and this in turn that A is normal (since X is a complete intersection). 
For each one dimensional irreducible scheme E either at X or Z let yE 
denote the valuation at its generic point and gE the sheaf of ideals 0( -E). 
Since M. 0, is the sheaf of ideals defining the reduced curve C (i.e., 
m. 0, = Yc), it follows that ye(m) = 1. 
From the exact sequence 
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we have 0 -+ r(~Z?s) --+j r(9c) = m. The image of i being those elements 
f E M for which y J f) > 1, clearly m2 c Img i. 
Take S = (Img i+ m2)/m2 c m/m’, S is a proper subspace since 
Yc(m:) = 1. 
We identify Proj(,/,‘) with (P*)*. At (rrP*)* S defines a set S which is 
either empty, a point or a line. 
If C* denotes the dual curve of C then C* is irreducible and 
deg(C*)=deg(C)(deg(C)- l)= 3.2=6 
(see [S, Exercise 2.3, p. 3041). It is clear that C* n S is either empty or a 
finite set of points. 
Let 8: C -+ C* be the dual map and choose p0 E C such that 0( p,J $ S, 
then TC,pO admits an equation of the form I= 0 (1~ m/m2) such that 14 S. If 
gE m is a element with class 1 at m/m2, then yc( g) = 1 = y&m). 
We will also assume that p0 is not an inflection point of C since these are 
finite. 
Extend 1 to a basis (I, X’, Y’} of m/m’. Our hypothesis on p0 asserts 
that: 
so 
T c,p,nc= iPO> 40) and Po#40. 
F3/,=,=F3(X’, Y’)=L,Lz. 
L,, L2 linear forms corresponding to the different points q. and p. at the 
projective line T,,, 
We fix a system of coordinates (x, y, z} at (c3, x0), let {X, Y, Z> be 
their classes at M/M’ and consider these coordinates at (P’)*. 
Let now 8i, 8,, 8, be the coordinates of 8 locally at p. and define 
for pi sufficiently close to po. Take u = u(p,) and V its class at HZ/HZ*, both 
l=O and V=O define T,,,, so there is aeC- (0) such that V=cc.l. 
Since B = @((x, y, z ))/( II ) is a henselian regular two dimensional ring 
and 
L,, L, linear forms defining different directions and G an element of order 
at least four, it follows that h factors 
h=h,.h,, h,=L,+f,, fi*=L$+f*. 
fi an element of order at least two and f2 of order at least three. 
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Choose now F4 such that the following conditions hold: 
(*) At B=@((x, y, z))/(v) &factors as h=h,-&, (the initial form 
of h, defining q,, and the initial form of h2 defining pO) such that h, and h; 
are irreducible. 
This determination of F4 is a determination of h and therefore of the set 
SC (P’)*. Using now the continuity of 8, we can find an infinity of points 
pr. close to PO, satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) Tc,*i.n C= h qd, pn+qA ( i.e., pn is not an inflection point). 
(2) f3Pi)$S. 
(3) Let u1 = 0,( pi)x + 0,( pi) y + e,( pl)z and h1 be the restriction of 
h to V~ = 0, then: h, = h,, . h;n, both h,, and h,, verifying condition (*) (q. 
and p. replaced by qn and pn). 
Remark. Recall that if VA denotes the class of u1 at m/m2 then VA = 0 is 
the equation of T,-,,. 
Conditions ( 1) and (2) are clearly achieved for pA sufficiently close to po. 
As for condition (3) choose F4 such that the following conditions holds: 
(**) h,=Lz+f,(asin *), 
f2 = F3 + terms of deg > 4, F3 homogeneous of degree 3, 
Now this condition will also hold at h2L for pA sufficiently close to p. and 
(**)-(*)* 
Since a generic closed point of the irreducible curves fir, = 0 and h,, = 0 
is nonsingular we conclude that the surfaces h = 0 and u1 = 0 intersect 
transversally at these points. 
Let now oI and rL be a one dimensional subschemes of X defined, set 
theoretically, as follows: 
CA= [XE {ui=O}/hl,n=O], 
TA = [x E { UA = 0)/h,,, = 0-J 
Let yoi and y,, be the valuation at their generic points at A, from the 
“generic transversality” we have y,,(ui) = 1 and y,,(u,) = 1 (here we identify 
Us with its class at the ring A). At Div(A), 
[VJ = 1rr1+ 1ZA. 
From condition (2), 0( PA) $ S, so if V, is the class of u1 at WZ/WZ~, then 
6, $ s and therefore u1 4 Img(r(g2,) +i r(5$.)), i.e., yc(un) = 1. 
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Putting these results together we obtain at Div(Z): 
[UJ = a; + z;, + c 
((r; and r; denote the strict transform of cj. and rj.). 
Recall from condition (3) that a; n C = qn and r; n C = pA. 
Let P, be the generic point of r1 at A, we shall show that PLO, is not 
invertible at the point qA E z-‘(xo) c Z. 
Since the local ring at the generic points of t2 and r; coincide, it is clear 
that y,;(PJ = 1. On the other hand since USE Picm then 
yc(ud) 2 y,(P,) > y&m). Our hypothesis asserts that yc(u,) = 1 = y&m), so 
YAPA) = 1. 
But then if PAO, is invertible it should be equal to YTI. &.. Now at 
Div(Z); [uJ=a;+ri+C, so u1 does not span 9z~~Y~ locally at 
qn = a; n c. 
r(P,O,) = P, (Lemma 2.1), so if this sheaf is invertible at qj, there 
should be an element f~ P, which generates the sheaf locally at the point 
4;. Replacing f by f + tlul (a E @) if necessary, we may also assume that 
r,;,(f) = 1 and LAG) = 1. 
At Div(Z) we have 
[f]=l.r;+lc+ i y;, y;zc and y; zr;.. 
i=l 
From the relations: 
(i) [uA]=r;+a:,+C, 
(ii) [Us]. C=O, 
(iii) [o;] . C= 1 (in fact TC,pi intersects C at ql, with multiplicity 
one), 
(iv) [f] . C = 0. 
We conclude that s = 1 and y;. C= 1, i.e., y; intersects C(n-‘(x,)) trans- 
versally at one point rl. 
Since f spans PLO, at ql, then rl # qn. 
Now Cun,!!l=4-Y;, the restriction to C is [(z?Jf)] = qA- rl 
(ql = a; n C; rl = y; n C) which is impossible since C is not rational. 
So PAO, is not-invertible at ql. 
Now we say that the infinite set of points pA, sufficiently close to p0 and 
satisfying conditions (l), (2), and (3) as above, give rise to an infinite set of 
4n. 
In fact, recall that q1 E C n T,-,*, so if there would be only a finite num- 
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ber of them, then for one of them, say q, there would be an infinite set Z 
such that 
T c,pi n C= {PA, 4L VAEI. 
Now the lines at P* through q correspond to a line at (P’)* which 
would intersect C* at O(P,) for all AEZ, but C* is an irreducible curve of 
degree 6 so this is impossible. 
If z’ +n’ X is any other resolution of singularities, there is a morphism 
CI: Z’ -+ Z such that the diagram 
Z’ 
k’ kz 
1 J 
x 
Spec(A ) 
commutes. 
For a convenient finite set of points {ql ,..., qn} at Z, the open set 
u=z- {ql,..., s,} is such that the restriction IX: a-‘(U) + U is an 
isomorphism. 
Choose now q1 as before and such that qA # (ql ,..., qn}, clearly PA. O,, is 
not invertible at the point a-‘(q,)eZ’. 
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